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CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. 

REP, BOGGS: I think we should discuss this resolution 

on subpoena powers. He spent the day working on it ‘and he drafted 

a resolution, I told him at the outset what I thought would be | 

the position of the Commission, and so when I met with him late en’ 

yesterday afternoon he had included in the draft of the resolution, 

‘which I have here, immunity povers, and I told him that we ‘would : 

| 
have to agree on that, 
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CHAIRMAN: On what powers? 

| REP, BOGGS: Immunity powers, It was therefore suggested 
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that I come. back to the Commission and say to all of you that this’ 
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power was ing luded in the Pearl Harbor resolution, {t was his 

y
e
s
s
 

feeling, after studying the Presidential Proclamation very closely, 

that it was almost essential that we have thuse powers at this 

time, He put it this way. He said if wo provide for the subpoena 

power | and the nower to administer oaths and not provide for the 

power of immunity and ‘if, in the course of our work, we aacouened” 

that maybe one, two or three men might conceivably be the key to 

thie whole thing and immunity became an issue, “we would, ‘therefore, 

be required to return to the Congress and ask specifically for 

immunity, and that aa request might stand out most conspicuously 

and might even be the subject of debate in Congress. So it was 

‘his ;thought that while we were asking for the powers we should 

ask for that one. 

CHAIRMAN; Any observations concerning that? Senator, 
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| SEN, RUSSELL: I don't think it is too important one vay 
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precaution it might be well to put it in there. I simply feel 

that we would not be compelled to ever have any witnesses cone 

before the Commission, but if we are going as far as the subpoena’ 

power and the administration of oaths I don't know any reason why 

we should not also include that power. | 

CHAIRMAN: Senator Cooper, do you feel that way? 

SEN, COOPER: I hone we never have to use any of those 

but Y think like Congressman Boggs, In’ the conversation he | 

suggested that you perhaps have to arm yourself with that power 

so that we have the ability to do whatever is required to do, [It 

| 
might help, in a way, but you might never have to use it, and you 

have the power, 

SEN, RUSSELL: If you have to go back to ask for it, 
| 

questions could be raised that would cause you to open up what we . EQ OPem Up ; 

hope to get, and all of that, and I think it is perhaps better 
| 

t 

just to take time and get it all now, although it is not going to 

make one bit of difference, 

. CHAIRMAN: Do you agree? 

MR, NC CLOY: Yes, 

CHATRIAN: Congr2ssinan Ford? 

REP, FORD: Yes, 

CHAIRMAN; Mr. Dulles? 

MR, DULLES: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN; Congressman, would you go through with th hat 

with ‘our approval? | 

) REP, BOGGS: Yes, 

MR. DULLES; Could I say something? 

CHAIRMAN: You may. 

MR, DULLES: I'll have to leave in about ten minutes, 
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of the Commission, So as fhr’as I'm concerned the question of Ms 

t_ | | for counsel before the Commission is closed, Now, we got hd 

talking about others. . Suppose Jack, you and Allen carry it on feom 
. 

there, oe 

MR, MC CLOY:' The primary strobes that I made was to 
MN 

check ‘up on this {cy which I won't ‘say anything 1 nore about. 

But in the course of that I had the opportunity to check up on 

some other people as substitutes, Though a long nunbet of names 

aid crop up in the discussion the inadequacies were there, so that . 

we can't come forth to you this afternoon and say, here's the man 

we think you ought to take. We thought we ought to report to you .. 

the status of our thinking on at as a subcomnittee, . Piel 

A number of so-called big-name lawye sus have been in our minds, .” 
os 9 ie ey 

not only in New York but around the county, the South, and Midwest, 

and far west. We have not centered on any onde’ person but there are 

sane who Secm to measure wun, 
” 

A 

One of the things I ought to say was the general sort of?" - .- 
vy 

feeling that some of us had, that perhaps rather than seeking some 

so-called big-nane lawyer we might try to Look | for somebody in .nis 
\ 

forties, who was vigorous, strong, brilliant, cieenetie; who perhaps 

had not at this point made a great name for himself 2s a leader av 

the bar but who would have been enough of a nhane to be a compe stem 

Man, because this would take a good deal of effort and considerabss 

strain, In the course of our investigation in regard to Mr. fo v ~Oo 

St 

we several tines ran un against that idea and also the name of an 

older inan, but still a man in full vigor, and that was Lee Rankin. 

They were all rather casual reports that we got but Lee Renkia 

seems to be a man of high character, high integrity. He's been 

‘Solicitor General for the United States, He's practicing law in. 

New York but it is not one of the so-called nanes of Yow York, 

s
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oue of the big firms in New York, 1 don't think that it is any 

particular impediment, And we thought woe would take a Look at 

him and I think we ought to run checks on hin ag woll, but I think | 

the Chief Justice ‘has the feoling that he was a man well within 

the scope of our general demands for persons WHO would do thé 

arduous work of this Commission. This doesn't mean that we Xe, 

recommending him above all others, but we have felt that probably 
| 

Qs perhaps some others, but realizing the importance of getting 

tarted we have the thought that we ought to concentrate 2 him, 

7 Another man that was nentioned, I don't “know whether any of 

you gentle men Inow, sone of you do, I know, who practices here in 

cere eneren ener ee 

ones Washington, a youngish man, his nane isf ~ ree | don! t- 
i ! j ' 

| 

, , 
bappen to now him although I know Ssoicthing 3 Bhows his background, 

. 
| 

as his nane was cropnlig up as a young, forty year old byRP of 

leawyer who socms to be vovry dbeillient aud who has had a very fine 

legal education. He was for a while in New York practice but cane . 

cown here to Washing ton and is well thought of in the Legal areas. 

This doesn't, I say, exclude the possibility of your Looking: 
; 

you this afternoon a definitive, well-documented reconmendation . 

for the lawyer because most of our time was spc ent, between the 

last meeting and this meeting, in checking up. J count if there 

axe any further. questions in regard to Mir. [Lt 2 anybody has 

any I guess I could give you sone of the details that we have 

it would. be well to take this view in regard to Lee Rankin, ag wall 

dé. 3: 

at some other people, but te are not, in short, able to present to 

va 

gotten in this connection, But I do want to acctnt what the Chief - 

Justice hes said, that there wasn't the slightest suggestica {owe 

man was not of the highest character and discretion, there were 

= Fa ‘no other elements in there that we felt wouldn't fit to comport



too well with the particular type of investigation ‘we're facing, 

Is that about it? | ; 

CHAIRMAN: That was about the discussion, I want to say 

about Lee Rankin, “he was in the cover nnene throughout the 

Lisenhower administration, For four years, I think, he was the 

counsel who advises the White House, I have forgotten what tho 

title of the job is. And then the last four years he was Solicitor 

General and we saw a great deal of him over in the Supreme Court’ 

because he argued all the top ones himself, the communist cases, | 

he argued the segregation cases, the Dixon-Yates case, and pything 

that was hotter than the others he would take it on as his respon~ 

sibility. He isa splendia man if every reSpect, I don't know of 

anyone who is better thought of around here than Lee Rankin, I. 

think he's a man ebout fifty I would jucge, fifty-two or maybe 

fifty-three, no more than that, Cones fvoa Nobraska, 

REP, 58OGGS:; Born on 3 éuly 1°67, 

CHAIRMAN: Fifty-six years old... 20-650 pe 

ER, MC CLOY: Do you know him? ane 

ne SEN, RUSSELL: I just know him, When he was Solicitor 

4 j . 

4. y : st : | 

General I. cane to meet him,, I know very little about him, I 

underst and he is a very competent man. 

‘CHALRUAN: He's a sound lawyer, He's a huaan being. | Ba 

would cooperate, I am sure, with every man on the Comaission, Of 

“of all of then, 

4 
| 

all the names that f have I would think that he would be the best 
* st : 

| 

MWR, DULLES; I have to run, Do you mind if I run? Excuse 

| 
i 
1 

we, IL have to catch my plane, Mr. Chief Justice. TI have checked 

yery cevefully on Mr, Rankin and I give you my proxy to go ahead, 
. . : : | 

. 
bs | 

to go with him before we have another meeting, There are one or 

two other names, if ky, Rankin's neme docs not come to the top 



po 

ne ern: 
Ee, among all of you, I would like to have another look at fo wee: 

Ja little older than the age linit that has been suggested, 

CHAIRMAN; Little older than forty, he's seventy-four 

ayers 5, 
about, ~ | \# 

WR, DULIUS; He's about that exactly, but he's a vigorous 

seventy-four, I just checked on him recently as far as hig health 

“ was concerned, f<T022 XY have hed very, very well deseribed to ne, 

I don't know him personally. ‘Where is a man in the younger bracket; 

oe Wey f asmed TORRE, who came down with (SEY and made a great 

lmnpression here, who is a lawyer, Whether he's available or not... - 

i don't know, He's in Governnent now and is working with the AID, 

lo. ; 
y | UR, HO CLOY:; He's in the War Department, esc" 
Ct - , 

| KR, DULGSS; He's been highly recommended, {tin very. 

epologetic, Iie, Chaiviaaan, I won't co this again, It just happens 

Xhave this comnitiiont, 
| a‘, * : . . 

| CHAIRMAN; Cute Allen, you say 42 thoy want to go ahead . 
| 

with Rankin -.-. ts - ee wedi tte ete Ga tle ot 

MR, DULLES; . -— I give you my full power of attorney. 

to act. | 
as ‘ : a | 
{os . CHATRITAN: Thank, you, Allen, sorry we delayed you, 

MR, DULLES: If I go out I hope you would allow me to 

say that I have been dismissed from the Connittee,. - 

| ' CHALRHAN; Yes. Thank you. 
. ; | 

SEN, RUSSELL; Have a Safe trip. ° . 
| 

(At this point, approximately 3:20 PM, Mr. Dulles Left 

a4 

the conference room, ) _ . 

REP, BOGGS: I would like to mention a name for Generel 

Counsel, who is one of the nost brilliant mon { have known, His 

wooneme ig TAI? Cs His beachground, of course, is in the 

tex field, but from the standvoint of thoroughness he's the mos¢ 
| : 

io 

+



ve
 

be wise gor us to consider it. 

thorough man I have met in ny live in the realm of the complex 

area of taxes. He is a thoroughly analytical man, He has never 

. | 

had a fear in twenty years. 

REP, FORD: I don't know him that intimately but I know 

him as a fine person, 
ee 7 oo, 

REP, BOGGS: Another fine man that I know, but because 
‘ 

OPN WT pormor Rey peers WAT TR mad brother, cs 

of politics it may not be good, and that 1S bouche os 

his name is KOON, He's a Kew York boy. Now, of course, EMAL is 

go active in the political arena that [ would not think it would 

1 throw that name out, hiv. Vo dese 

has no idea that I'm doing this but he does £it into that category, 

MR, MC CLOY; The youngish category? 

REP, BOGGS; About forty-cight, forty-nine, cifty, 

CHAIRMAN: Gets with the Governaent now, =o? 

Rep, bO0ccs; Tie} wes a Goverment wen, not Se, yes, 

Wa, UC CLOY; Ro you knew this follow See 

REP, BOGGS; Yes, I think a eroat deal of him, 

MR, HC CLOY: Do you know him, John? wa 

she SEN, COOPER: Ko. 

HR, MC CLOY: Kets with a fellow nancd foci ES, 7 

govt and Exit I think it's called, I know GkUTmEEnsa very o 

well but f coa't know this man, Do you know hin, dudye? 

CHAIRUAN; Ho, I con't. Never neard of him. 

REP, BOGGS: {in the case of each one of these people 

though you should co a Little checking. 

yr, MC CLOY: I think this is vight and I think everyone 

knows Lee Rankin, ‘There ig no question about that. I yondor. 

questien occurs to me, tie, Chief Justice, Do you think we ought 

ustice tn connection 

to have any contact with the Department of J 

ne thing that makes me want to get their slant 

: 
| with this chotce. 

a 

This



Y on it is because of my experience with Mr. Ig. =I youldn!¢ Say 

that they have the ultimate checks in any sense, but, I'd like to 

sort of see what they feel about the association with the Department 

and the FBI. It's clear that we're going to have a lot to do with 
the’ FBI, 

| REP, BOGGS: In that connection, I don't mean to 

| interrupt you, here's another samen the nost outrageous leak 1 

| * have ever seen, I don't know if you've reed that, Mir, Chiot Justice, 

It gets right in the same category of that story we talked abouts 

before, ee oe ws 
! MR, MC CLOY: Where is that coming Exon? , | 

| SEN, RUSSELL: The: FBI, 
| ae 

Ef REP, BOGGS; It almost has to come from the FBI, 9 ~~ 
| OUR, HC ChLOY: It's outwagecus, 
{7 | 

. 

=e CHAIRMAN: I think it vould be a goat wistake for us. 
: “ to either fcel ouvse elves, ox to five the sipisinaO—Ok the public, 

i 

that we cought the assistance of the FBI or the De spartment of . 

Justice ‘in picking our counsel, | 

SEN, RUSSELL: I subscribe wholehearte edly with that, 

“+ We have to have a man who can deal on an cqual with ehen,| 

REP, BOGGS: I subscribe to that totally. ! 

SEN, COOPER; We're going to look into the naines that 

have been suggested but offhand it seems to me that everything 

‘about Mr. Rankin sounds all right with me, He's a nan that has 

already abt awed aistinction and prestige and that's something, 

for the way we look at it and the public looks at it we don't have. 

to prove anything; I'm sure there will be other places where 

we'll be using other lawyers, younger men, who can come in and co 

‘this kind of work, , '



kind of fellow who would werk with them, eo 

CHAIRMAN; Oh, yes, . 

SEN, COOPER: But I don't know him, I've never met him, 
CHAIRMAN: Well, we're not going to get, I suppose, | 

perfection any place, and if we get.a iaximum amount of integrity 

and a large measure of ability and a thorough amount of discretion 

I think we'll be doing about as well as we can do, and I would 

Bay, with regard to Lee Rankin, that he would combine every one 

of those, and furthermore he knows his way around here, | 

Now, I would be very much afraid to take a young fellow who 

had never been connected with the Government, give him the problen, ° 

not only of organizing this thing but of finding his way around 

in the Govermnacnt establishment, I'd be very much afraid to da 

it unless it was a job where he's going to be for sone years, You 

don't learn it that quickly, and the fellow who does know the 

workings of the Government, but hia is indepondent of it, would 

be so much more useful than some other person, | 

I, myself, think Rankin would be an excellent nat, and 1 | | 
know. that it would be easy for him to find young lawyers, find 

“energetic older lawyers, who would work with him, and he's the 

| 

| 
MR, MC CLOY: I understand he's a very personable’ 

fellow. | 
1 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, he is, He is a very personable fellow 

and he's not political in any sense, I doubt if he ever was in 

politics before he went in as a lawyer in the acai nistration, | He 

might have had a little backyround in Nebraska, If he did I | 

never heard of it, | | 

SEN, RUSSELL; He would not be attempting in anv way to 

aceept it for a while, . ' | ry | 

10



CHAIRMAN: On the contrary, 

SEN, RUSSELL: You have to watch for it, 

CHAIRMAN: On the contrary, he's sself-effacing a man 

as you would be able to find for that job and in no sense would 

he be out in front of the public. I would vouch for that, | 

MR, MC CLOY; Now, I suppose that, what with our jobs 

on the subcommittee, we'll maybe run some checks on him,:- but the 

| thought is this is about where we're headed, and Li'l 4 

communicate with you, if I can, over the week end, 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, 

MR, MC CLOY:; I'm going to leave on Sunday for London 

for a day. It's a queer business but we know this hapopens. I have 

to go over to make a speech in London and come back the same day. 

It's crazy. | 

REP, BOGGS; That it is. 

MR, HG CLOY; It's not of my will, They want ime to co 

over and, talk to them and I can't cancel out. But between: now 

andthe time I leave, if I can get your telephone nunber? 

CHAIRMAN: Yes. 

MR, MC CLOY: And, if I can get yours? 

REP, FORD: Mine's in the phone book, 

MR, MC CLOY: ‘The other problem is, what axe we going 

to tell these people out here? | 

CHAIRMAN: We'll just tell them organizational work, 

WR, NC CLOY; Work on the staff meeting? 

CHAIRMAN; Of course, 

MR. MC CLOY:; Do you figure on this coming up (indicating 

newspaper)? 

SEN, RUSSELL: Y don't think we should coment on that, 

11



MR, MC CLOY: Do we have any other information about: 

the report? 

CHAIRMAN No, except tndd the Deputy Attorney General 

told me he expected to get the report sometime today (uv! . 

MR} MC CLOY! Let me ask wales Mx, Chief Justice, have | 

you communicated with the CIA? ) 

CHATRHAN: No, I have not, for the simple reason that f 

have never been informed that the CIA had any knowledge about this, 

“UR. Me CLO¥: They have, 
CHATRUAN I'm sure they have, but I did not want to put 

the CIA into this thing unless they put themselves in, 

MR, MC CLOY: Don't we have to ask them if we're on 

notice that they have? . ie, 

CHAIRMAN; We have to do it with all of them, 

SEN, RUSSELL: We have to do it, 

CHAIRMAN; We have not done it with any of them yet 

because we, have not been in that position, Of course we da, I 

think we have to ask them, We have to ask the Secret Service, Ye 

haye ke ask the FBI, 
A 

SEN, RUSSELL: State Department may have something, 
| : 

| CHAIRMAN: Yes, the State Department, And I think we 

ought to ask the White House dGivect if they have anything further 

that they might like to have us consider in connection with this, 

EN, RUSSELL; I raise one question; Would it be 

appropriate for us to seek to get such information as the Dallas 

police, Texas State Police, have or should we get that from the FB8I? 

CHAIRMAN: I have a letter here ~~ 

MR, MC CLOY; -~ Did you bring my letter with you, Mr. 

“Chief Justice? You said you had a special delivery letter for me, 

(12



CHAIRMAN: I've forgotten it. I'11 send it’ to your 

hotel, John, 

MR, MC CLOY: 

plane, 

I'm going to leave on the five o'clock 

CHAIRMAN: I'll send my ariver when I get back and have 

him get it to you. You asked about whether we should comiunicate 

with the Dallas police or the Shand authorities, AS I tola you 

yesterday, or as the Hepeby Attorney General told you yesterday, 

he wom Seo that a letter was forthcoming from the Attorney 

General of Texas coho: ning a modus vivendi for his Court of 

Inauiry and our own, 

: | 

is the only part of it that is better than just building a case 

I received yesterday afternoon a 4-page, 

single spaced letter from him stating the importance of this 

Inquiry and how it would develop the facts, and so forth, but this 

for themselves, {It looked to ne like this might be for publication, 

this first varcepraoh, 

| 

{ 

the only thing that really applies, And they say: 

In view of 

and then £'1l loave it with you to see. it! 

the fact that the special Commission appointed 
| 

by the President to report on all of the facts and circum-" 

stances relating to the assassination of the late President 

U 

x Kennedy is meeting today, it may be helpful to you and other 

members of the Commission to explain the nature of the Texas 

Court of Inqguivy, 

appointing cx the 

we feel a seeocial 

to which the President's statesont, the. 

Commission, sSpeeifically referred, While 

4. esponsibility to develop the facts, we 

are anxious “o co everything in our power to facilitate the 

work of the Commi: Sion and give effect to the President's 

e.sire that it be the only body to rerort conclusions, y L 

else shows the importa 

. Now, that's the only thing that bears on that svojeect, Everything 

nee of their Court and what they're going 
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to do, and so forth, and it makes néd offer to do anything else 

other than to have their Court of Inquiry. 

So I called Katzenbach and told him that this: was not exactly 

what we had expected, We had expected a little more than this 

from them, And he said, well, would you mind if I tried my — 

at writing a letter that would bring this thing out into the’ open? 

And I said, no, that's all vight, you go ahead end try it. — 

He did prepare such a Iectter and he came to my nouse last 

night and gave it to me, At the same time he said, now, this 

letter will not be as clear~cut as you might like it but [I have 

the definite word from these people that if you'll hold out the 

olive pranch to them that they'll not have their Court of Inquiry. 

So I said, we'll be glad to cooperate with them as long as they 

feel that way. So this is the letter that he prepared, Ee says: 

Dear General Carr: ‘The President's Commission has asked 

me - this is supyosed to be silened by me = to respond to your 

full and courteous letter of December Sth - in which he: : 

cescribed the proposed workings of the Texas Court of Inquiry, 

The Cemaission greatly appreciates your desire to _ 

facilitate this work and to help to insure that an accurate 

and responsible report, with respect to all of the relevant 

facts, be made to the President, All of the weinbers of the 

Commission are aware of the deep interest in Texn3 of the 

‘tragic event which occurred there, and with respect to which 

‘all of us are exercising the responsibilities laid upon us, 

fe shares your view that it is desirable to have State 

officials do everything possible to uncover 211 of the facts 

an’ are approciative of the availability of their facts to 

. tbe Commission, As you know, at this time ~he Commission is 

organizing its procedures and we do not yet have available 

14



the confidential report of the FBI and of other investigative 

agencies, both Federal and State, While we expect to receive 

this material soon, it will take time to analyze it thoroughly, 

and I am sure you will agree that there may remain matters , 

Which will require further investigation before we feel that 

we're in possession of all the relative data upon which to 

make evaluation and judgment, . ‘= 

We are most anxious, and I am sure you ave too, to take 

no steps which would impede investigation or which could lead 

the public to restate conclusions based upon partial factual 

information, In addition, as you point out in your letter, 

the Commission, as well as the Texas Court of Inquiry, must 

be extremely careful not to prejudice in any way the trial 

in Texas of Jack Ruby, 

The President's Commission would not wish to interfere 

in any way with you, or other State authorities, in the 

conduct of the matters which are your responsibilities and 

in which, aS you point out, the State of Texas has a proper 

and important interest. At the same time, it is the view of 

the Commission, for the reasons stated above, that a public 

inquiry in Texas at this time might be more harmful than 

helpful in our search for the truth, Recognizing for the 

_ time being that this Inquiry is your responsibioity and your 

decision, we cannot refrain from the suggestion that you 

consider tha wisdom of postnonement of this Court, 

It wouid be the Commission's desire that you and your 

Special Counsel, or either of you, participate in the 

Commission's work and to counsel with it, it being the 

Commission's wish that as the representatirva ot the State of 

{exas you be fully advised of the progress “hat is made in 

15



'- and the words, to assist, and he said that he would. do that, He 

the course of the Commission's investigation and to advance 

such suggestions as you consider helnful with the adcomplish- 

ment of the Commission's assignment, 

It may develop that the Commission would deem it advisable 

the testimony of certain witnesses residing in Texas should 

be taken before a Texas Court of Inquiry, end in that event 

we would expect to call on you to vender tke aceiticonal 

assistance, 

Let me assure you it is the desire of the Commission to 

work most closely with you and it is our conviction that with 

a spirit of close cooperation we can responsibly meet our 

individual obligations, The Commission would be glad to 

discuss further with you, as our {inquiry proceeds, the ways 

in which we can best work together Yor this goal, Sincerely 

yours, 

Now, he Said that if that hind of a letter is weittvun to them he 

has their. soleun word that they'11 not hold this Court of Inquiry 

while we're engaged in our work, - 

REP, FORD: That ras a good letter, but there are one or 

two sentences there, where,he says something about working with 1153 

. HAIRMAN; I know the sentence, 

REP, FORD; That's a little strong. 

CHATRUAN: He had a little more in it than that that 2 

had him take out, It originally came this way; It would be tha 

Commission's desire that you and your Special Counsel, or citheyv 

of you, varticinate in the Commission's work and its segsions ang fe 

assist it in counsel with it. So I said, now, we just couldn't ce 

that. So I said, would you take out the words, and its sessions, 

thought that wouldn't affect the outcome of the situation, but 
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that's the sentence that bothered me as soon as I saw it, and [I 

knew it would, too, 

MR, MC CLOY; He would probably say, give them the FBI 

report, . 

CHAIRMAN; -I've told him all along that they'll be 

entitled to the FBI report when we finish with it because it will 

be made public anyway. But not before, [ think that we have to 

show a Spirit of cooperation with these people and still, at the 

Same time, not reveal everything we have got or anythiag about 

our innermost secrets, We don't have to do that to cooperate with 

these people... | 

| REP, BCGGS; I should say not, 

CHAIRMAN: I've cooperated with the Federal Governnent in 

& thousand things when I was in State gover niacnt and we didn't tell 

everything, Noither of us did tell all we knew and we cooperated, 

too, in good ?@ashion, 

! MR, MC CLOY; I think, generally speaking, it's " good 

letter, 

SEN, RUSSELL: I don't know how he would construe that © 

one sentence but I think wa have a right to construe it too. I 

think we have a right to place. our construction on it too, 

REP, BOGGS; I think it's an excellent letter, 

SEN, Cooper: We surely wouldn't commit ourselves, ‘hey'IL 

be sitting in here all the time and getting all the evidence we 

have, 

REP, BOGGS: I have to catch a plane, 

CHAIRMAN: Well, now, gentlemen, do you think this is 

all right? Congressman? , 

REP, BOGGS: Yes, sir. 
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SEN, COCPER: Do you think we ought to add another line, 
Suggesting that they should postpone, the effect of this ig to get 

them to postyone their Inquiry? In there we are Saying to them 

they should not have an Inquiry right nov, ° 

SEN, RUSSELL: I don't think we've too clear about that, 

MR. MC CLOY: I think they have to volunteer. It's a 
little backward for us to ask them to postpone it, 

SEN, COOPER: I was wondering if this isn't, in effect, 

a request on then to postpone, 

REP, BOGGS: I suppose it is. 

SEN, RUSSELL: That's what it is, 

SEN, COOPER: I know that was the purpose of the letter, 
but the language there, we understand that's the purpose of the 

letter, 

Sending them the letter, sir, 

REP, BOGGS: I second the notion, 

CHAIRMAN: Any further discussion? 

Pg SEN, RUSSELL: I, think not,. 

CHAIRMAN: All in favor say "Aye'? 

(Chorus of "Ayes", ) 

CHALRITAN; Contrary minded? 

(No response, ) 

CHAIRMAN: The "Ayes" have it, We've got to get 

organized here one of these days. How do you feel about Rankin? 

You know I did not provose him, His naie cane up with these others 

but he's a man that I know I can deal with, end f have no idea 

whether he'll take it, but I think we can waste a week or two on 

: it’and find he can't do it, and if he's going to doit Y would like 

to ask him, 
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REP, BOGGS: I assume you're going to make an inoulry? 

MR, MC CLOY: Yes, 

REP, BOGGS; As fat as I'm concerned I have no reason 

that it would not be a wise selection, but I would like to check 

it out, 

CHAIRMAN! Wo objection to that. 

REP, ECGGS; Can I call you tomorrow? 

SEN, RUSSELL; I think that's fine if Me. McCloy ales 

his investigation there and communicates with the Chie? Justice 

about it, and the Chicf Justice can.invite him down here, I would 

like to talk with the gentleman a few minutes nyselt,, bit I 

certainly have no cbhjection to him, and from what you sdy he must 

be a good inan, 

CHAIRMUAN: Well, some of these people might not want to 

come down aS a candidate for a job, 

SEN, RUSSELL; That's true, . 

CHAIRMAN; That might be a little difficult, Senator, 

Fed MR, MC CLOY: My phone ‘number is Rhinelander 44-1515 

) 

‘REP, BOGGS: ‘hat.'s RH 4-1515, 

HR, NC CLO: The other one 1s DA 2-4945, in Stanford, 

REP, BOGGS: That's your hone? 

MR, HC choy: that's my home, Stainford,. Connecticut, Give 

ae a chance to buzz around in the morning, Area Code is 203, 

REP, FORD: I would say, unless you vlan something, your 

opinion would be to check? 

MR, MC CLOY; It's only been casual in this, Ve ought 

to penetrate, | 

REP, BOGGS: I'l) crll you tomorrow, - 
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> days nysel?z, 

CHARMAN; Woil, could we have an understanding suck ag 
this, that 42 Jack cheeks uy cn him aad he cheeks ovt ail ri -ELt, 
that he's aprceabio t5 tho Ucmmission, then we eon go ahcad and 

‘ 

sound him out? 

EN, RUSSELL: I wove that 1f you and Mr, McCloy agree 
aS to this man's ‘qualifications after Investigation in New York, 
that you be authorized to discuss the wetter with hii frormaliv,. 

REP, FORD: Prd support it, 

CHAIRMAN: Al? in favor of the motion Say "Aye"? . 
(Choi “us of "Ayes", ) - co “= > ae: 
CHAIRMAN: Contrary mladed? 

(ifo xe sponsa, ) 

CHAIRMANS cane "Syes" have is, Kow, 42 ve ean aeeenolish 
that then we can cet birsy rieht GWay, FF would Jilke to Ge 

_
—
 7 is Ei o 

Quarters ctrartad, 

Sul, RUSSEL:  ¢ thought thé was taken caze of 
yesterday by that motion, “a rr a re re 

CRALRISAN: It Was, but I aot much of a biry Gog these 

; A 
g 

SHN, RUSSELL: Yeu Nnean get seme yocoruds 2ssistant? 
CHATRMAN; Yes, 

SYM, RUSSELL: Ros legal, D4v mere in the way of an 
office tiane 2gCP, OY something of thet Sind, Hew abott che man you 

, 

were going to get froin the Bureau of the Budget, ecculan't he dco 

CHASRUAN: Yell, £ don't know wheth er th ey" la undertake 

vack, what would you think? I 
know, in the viesst Dlace, as counsel you did not cee that ¢ 7 
was the maa, Suppose uncer Renkin, 1£ Rankin cane, tenoue the two 
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men know each other very well having worked together in the 

Department of Justice, do you think he would be all right about 

that? . ° 

Tae ieee = FE Ty Oe yt or ye 

HR, MC CLOY: [ 
{~ SS einen aa 

Seeded ie | 

3 

ce eae onl 

: ven . 
coe de ecg gwen | sab Wm tecnadern ten 

SSD RR a EMA ess BRA Wea cee ee. a cei 

i don't say we showla not do it, I think we ought to see if we can. 

get Rankin, let Rankin have a choice. : 

‘SEN, RUSSELL; The Chief Justice is concerned about 

getting space, eetting furniture, and things of that kind Mr, 

Chief Justice, if you would just call the General Services Admin~ -. 

| istration and tell them what you want { thinks it vould work itself 

evt. I realize that 1s nutting a buecen on the Chie? Justice of 

the United States. : a | 

. 

“CUAIRMAW: Until we have a counsel who can organize this 

thiog in some way and find out what we need we can't do auch, 

. . MR, MC CLOY: f have organized a few departments and if 

you get them thinking about, it, if you can get the Budget people 

to thinking, or to start thinking about it, they can iiove a Lot 

cidade 

REP, Boccs: Is there any thought when we may meet again? 

CHAIRMAN: Well, that's up to you, Now, if we have a 

eounsel we can meet pretty soon, ff we don't maybe we'll have to. 

meet sorter until we do get a counsel, 

EN, CCODER: I think it should be soon, OP 

WR, NC CLOY; Sunday I leave for London, 

REP, BOGGS: When will you be hack? ro



MR, NC CLOY: Tuesday. 

REP, BOGGS: Naybe we ought to meet Tuesday morning. 

MR, MC CLOY: Oh, I won't be back Tuesday morning, 

REP, BOGGS: Subject then to the call of the Chair, I 

have to leave, | 

(At this point, dpproximately 4 PM, Rep. Roggs left the 

conference room, ) 

SEN RUSSELL: If you give the Budget people your demands , 

I'm sure they can arrange quarters, | | . 

SEN, COOPER: GAO is sometimes helpful, 

SEN, RUSSELL? He would have to go to GSA, they're in 

charge of all of these buildings, but at this time I think the 

Bureau of the Budget is the one to see, 

MR, MC CLOY: Would this be a follow up of the meeting 

we had yestercay? 
| 

SEN, RUSSELL: We have to have a staff of people, We 

haven't got anything to do except organizational matters. , 

| SEN, COCPER: Should we ask the agencies to submit inode 

reports? \ | 

, REP, ORD: That guts the burden on the Chief Justice. 

CHAIRMAN: We have not got a secretary, we have not got 

anything. (I'm afraid until we get somebody to help run this shew 

x just don't think it's the job of anyone of us to start out on a 

housekeeping job here, You can think it's easy but fhere are a 

lot of things to be dene in such a situation. I have court all 

next week until tywo-thirty in the afternoon, I have to be there 

or leave a shorthanded court, So I'm going to be pretty busy 

nyself, 

SEN, RUSSELL: ‘You undoubtedly had some communication 

with the Bucget people, or ecme information of some sort, that they 
i 
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would furnish a man, 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, 

SEN, COOPER; If Mr. Rankin would accent he could call 

the Budget people. 

CHAIRMAN: The minute he does he will, 

SEN, RUSSELL: If he comes’ here ‘to Washington he can get 

the offices all set up, , 

CHAIRMAN: If we can get a fellow like Rankin in the job 

we'd be in business right away, no question about that, 

SEN. COOPER; This can be solved in the next day or two, 

SEN, RUSSELL; I think he should be consulted with 

respect to these reports too, 

CHAIRMAN; I do, too, 

SEN, RUSSELL: He's the man that's going to handle they 

reports, 

SEN, COCSHR: I think that's a matter that can be 

Settled quickly, the matter of counsel and getting the thing going, 

CEATRMAN; I don't want to put any burden on any one 

other than necessary, \ 

‘SEN, RUSSELL: Cree you get the staff it will all work 

out, 

CHAIRMAN: I have no doubt of that, Do you think we 

should tell these fellows when they ceme in that we have approved need 

SEN, RUSSELL; -— I think we can tell them that we have 

tentatively agreed on #he counsel, _ 

CHAIRIAN: TI meant this resolution, 

SEN, RUSSELE; Yes, sir, 

CHAIRMAN: That's all I would say, 

RSP, $CRD: Te will be introcuced tomorrow, 
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SEN, RUSSELL: It will be introduced in the House 
tomorrow and the Ssnate on Monday, 

CHAIRMAN: Is there anything else befora we let these 
people come in? ’ 

SEN, RUSSHLL: No, | 

MR, MC CLOY: Can I leave to catch my plane? 
CHAIRMAN: - You may, | 

(At this polnt, approximately 4:10 PM, Me, McCloy lert 

the Conference Room, ) 

CHAIRMAN; Let the members of the press enter, 

(At this point the members of the press entered the 

conference room and the following ensued, ) | 

CHAIRMAN; Ladies and gentlemen, this is rather an | 

, imposition to ask you to cone tn for the brief. statement that L'il 

make to you, It is nota press conference but I'll give you a 

brief statement as, to what watve been doing, 

We have been busy with organizational matters, discussing a 

prospective Sstafzv for the Commission, We have been studying our 

“procedures and we have acted on but one thing this afternoon, ead 

that was to approve a joint yresolution to the Congress which would 

enavle us to cownel’ attendance and’ testiony of witnesses, The 

joint resolution is to be introduced hy the legislative mcenbers of 

“the Comission, 

PREES; Would you vepeat that? 

CHAIRMAN: To coupel attendance and testimony of witnesses 

and the production of records, We have not been able to undertake 

‘any work for the Coumittee ag yet because we have not yet settled 

on our permanent quarters and we have not yet received any of the 

reports from the arencies that have been active in this natter, and 

' that ig where we enced tocay, 
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PRESS; I'd like just to understand one thing. You 

approved a joint resolution of the Congress to be submitted —- 

HAGRMAN; -=-- The wording is, a joint resolution which is 

to be introduced at the earliest possible date, and I understand 

it's to be introduced by the legislative members of our Coimmission, 

SEN, RUSSELL: (Nods head. ) : 

CHATRAN: You mey see it if you wish, I imagine it is 

just a normal resolution of that kind that various committees and 

commissions have. We have not been able to as yet arrive at any 

! 
! 

conclusions that are newsworthy, 

: PRESS; Mr. Chief Justice, there's a considerable amount. 

of confusion ebout when you're to get the FRI report, whether you 

have requested it, whether the Presicent is to have it first, 

whether it Will be reloased after you get it, or whether you have 

insisted on holding it until you have vead it, Can you straighten 

that out? | 

| , CHATRMAI:; Martin Agronsky, all I can say to you is that 

vie have no such report, The Department of Justice has stated to 

us that as.soon- as at ie available it will, in accordance with the 

President's executive order, be transmitted to us, Beyond that 

we have made no decisions or procedures with velation to it. 6, 

PRESS: Mr. Chie? Justice, have you discussed, in at 

addition to the quarters that you've mentioned, what Ind of staff, a 

the size of stef?, whether you have a councel, or that ort of e 

thing? i 

CHAIRMAN: "fe have hed discussions on that but we have ae 

not arcived at any conclusions because, in the first place, we have 

no idea of the megnitude of our work until we know what the reports 

are, and that's as far as we have gone. 
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PRESS; When is your next meoting? . 

CRBAIRMAN: We have not fixed a meeting. It will meet at 

the call of the Chair, 

PRESS: You probably will not take action on any of these 

matters, such as the staff, until you've had an opportunity to look 

over the renorts? . ne 

CHAIRIIAN: here will be no official action until then, 

ERESS: Can we arvive at the fair conclusion that since 

you have asked for the subpoena power is that an indication that 

you might hold hearings 

CHAIRMAN: There has been no implication about it at all, 

put any Commission that is sot up to do the job that we're set up 

to do must have the tools to work with, All right, gentlemen, 

thank you. 

(Whereupon, at aporoximately AL1S vM, tHe Co.wmiesion. 

adjourned, to moet eeain at the call of the Chair.) 
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